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    Question

Which laundry detergent removes sauce stains 
the best?



The purpose of this project is to inform people 
especially those moms who struggle to look for the 
right detergent,
about which laundry detergent removes stains the 
best in white cloth.

      Purpose



Research
Based on my research, the first plant-based* detergent with the cleaning power 

of Tide offers the brilliant clean you know and love. It also tackles tough set-in 
stains.
According to this site, 
https://tide.com/en-us/how-to-wash-clothes/how-to-remove-stains/spaghetti-sauce
-stains, for sauce stain removal, or any other cooking stain, Tide can make your 
favorites clean and pristine again. Use Tide to help with tough stain removal, and 
although it can’t make you a pro in the kitchen, Tide can get your clothes looking 
and smelling their best.

On the other hand, Tide Simply Clean and Fresh Liquid Laundry 
(Detergenthttps://tide.com )is at just the right price  and It has 2x odor and stain 
fighting power* to target tough odors deep in the fibers of your clothes. You only 
need one dose per load and there's no pretreating necessary.

https://tide.com/en-us/how-to-wash-clothes/how-to-remove-stains/spaghetti-sauce-stains
https://tide.com/en-us/how-to-wash-clothes/how-to-remove-stains/spaghetti-sauce-stains


              Hypothesis
 If  I use, Tide Original, All With Stainlifters, and Tide 
Simply Clean to soak white shirts with buffalo sauce 
stains, then Tide Original will remove stains the best.



                         Materials
●  1 Cup- Tide Simply Clean 
●  1 Cup- All with Stainlifters
●  1  Cup-  Tide Original
●  3 Containers
●  3 Stained White Shirt
●  A pencil , journal and a camera 



   Procedures
1. Gather all materials needed                              8.Observe and record the results.

2. Stain the three white shirts with buffalo sauce.

3. Fill each basin with water.               

4. Add 1 cup of All liquid soap in basin 1, 
1 cup of Tide Simply Clean & Fresh in basin 2, 
and 1 cup of Tide Original in basin 3 and dilute it.

5. Put 1 white stained shirt in each basin and let it soak for 24 hours.

6. After 24 hours, wash each T-shirt. 

7. Wait until they dry. 
                                                                                                                                                                       



                   Results & Graph

     “Magic Clean”



          Pictures of the Experiment

 



   Conclusion
In conclusion, the hypothesis was proven correct that Tide original 
was the best in removing stains out of the three laundry detergents. 
The results showed that after soaking the three stained white shirts 
for 24 hours, it appeared that the white shirt soaked in Tide original 
got totally cleaned, white shirt soaked in Tide Simply Clean & Fresh 
partially removed stains, and white shirt soaked with All stainlifters 
rarely removed stains. 

Therefore, I recommend you to use Tide original because first, it is a 
plant-based detergent with the cleaning power of Tide. Effective clean 
in cold water conditions. Built-in pre-treaters to remove even the 
toughest stains. Keeps your clothes brilliantly clean and your family's 
skin safe.
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   Abstract
This experiment is all about  ´´Magic Clean¨.  What laundry detergents removes 
stain and odors ? The purpose of this project is to inform people what laundry 
detergent works best for removing stains and odors. The detergents used in this 
project were Tide  Original ,Tide simply clean & fresh and all with stainlifters .The 
hypothesis showed that Tide Original will be the best one out of the three 
laundry detergent . The materials used in this experiment  were the followings ; 
All with stainlifters , Tide simply clean & fresh, Tide Original , three white t-shirts 
,water, three basin , pencil, journal, and a camera.The steps on how to conduct 
this project were; first gather all materials needed. Second , stain the three white 
shirts with buffalo sauce. Third , fill each basin with water. Fourth , add 1 cup of 
All liquid soap in basin 1, 1 cup of tide simply clean & fresh in basin 2, and 1 cup 
of Tide Original in basin 3 and dilute it. Fifth, put one stained shirt in each basin 
and let it soak for 24 hours. Seventh, wSixth , after 24 hours wash each t-shirt. ait 
until dry. Then, observe and record the results. Finally, take pictures.   

 


